Patronage Opportunities
The first IEEE International Conference on Rebooting Computing (ICRC) will be held in San Diego, California, USA from October 17 – 19, 2016. http://icrc.ieee.org. Sponsoring a session or activity at the ICRC helps promote your company, laboratory or university while helping to offset expenses including costs for junior scientists/engineers, students and colleagues who could not otherwise afford to attend. The organizers anticipate participation by leaders in the field from industry, academia, and government. Your support will be recognized in various ways, as outlined in the following descriptions. Please feel free to contact us for more information.

Organizations and individuals will be recognized for their patronage of the opportunities listed below, and will receive special designation as inaugural ICRC Patrons. [Diamond: $15K; Platinum: $10K +; Gold: $5K +; Silver: $2K +; Bronze: $1K]. All levels apply to a given opportunity unless otherwise noted. Each patron’s name, logo and web link will appear on the ICRC website and on appropriate sponsor signage displayed during the meeting. Patrons will be acknowledged in the ICRC press releases, and acknowledgments will also be given in the program book and conference Proceedings published by IEEE.

General Support
Your unrestricted contribution will provide critical general conference support for organizing and implementing ICRC, including logistics and scientist/engineer and student support.

Engineer/Scientist & Student Support
This important sponsorship provides support for engineers/scientists and students who could not otherwise afford to attend.

Editorial & Publication Support
Patronages help lessen the cost of publication of selected peer-reviewed conference manuscripts in the conference proceedings published by IEEE.

Plenary Sessions (Gold and above)
Each sponsored plenary session will contain the name of the Patron in the program book. The Patron’s name, logo and web link will also be projected on the screen at the beginning of each plenary session and verbal acknowledgment will be given.

Wireless Internet Connectivity (Gold and above or multiple patrons)
The conference organizers intend for the conference space to be provided with continuous wireless Internet connectivity. Since not all cities have adopted such universal access, ICRC will commission such connectivity and patronage will enable full access to all participants. WiFi will default to the patron’s website. The patron will be acknowledged at the beginning of the conference as providing such universal connectivity.

Opening Reception: Welcome to San Diego! (10/16/2016) (Gold and above)
Help ICRC kick off its inaugural conference by sponsoring the Opening Reception!

ICRC Dinner (10/18/2016) (Platinum and above with option for 2 patrons for 2 dinners)
Patronage is available as we kick-off this conference series. Currently one conference dinner is planned for Tuesday October 18, 2016. Depending on patronage, the organizers will consider adding a dinner on Monday October 17, 2016.

Sponsored Coffee Breaks
Branding opportunities are available for coffee breaks throughout the conference. Your organization’s logo will be displayed on beverage tables. Additional branding items may be provided by the patron subject to approval.

Contact: Bichlien Hoang b.hoang@ieee.org or Dick Henze dick.henze@hpe.com, +1 650-258-7938